To install, drop the file BR_Illumination.jsxbin into the ScriptUI Panels folder of your After Effects install. Program Files/After
Effects CSX/Scripts/ScriptUI Panels or Applications/After Effects CSX/Scripts/ScriptUI Panels (Mac)
To run the script, select it from the Window menu inside After Effects. This will open the script in a panel in the After Effects
interface.
Once the script is open, choose a Solid layer to act as your light grid. Now when you move your cursor into the Illumination
inteface, the options will be enabled.

After installing, the script will run in trial mode for seven days. There are however, a couple of limitations.
•
•

Illumination can only be used in compositions whose dimensions are 1024x576 or smaller.
Illumination will create a maximum of 20 lights at a time. When this maximum is reached, you will see TRIAL MAX in the
info line of the UI panel. (note: the number may not be exactly 20, depending on your layer size)

These limits do not exist in the full version of Illumination.
In general, you should avoid using too many lights in After Effects compositions. Light grids of between 15 and 50 are optimal in
every day use. The greater the number of lights you use, the less responsive After Effects will become and the longer your renders
and previews will take. This all depends on your hardware set-up of course.
Before creating a light grid with Illumination, you may want to switch into Draft 3D mode and activate the Caps Lock. This way,
Illumination executes faster.

Layout Methods:

There are four layout methods in Illumination. Usually, the default, Center and Stretch is fine.
•
•
•
•

Center and Stretch stretches the grid out to be as big as possible within the layer, while keeping spacing between the lights regular. This will leave a margin along two sides.
Center centers the lights on the layer. There will be a margin on all four sides.
Stretch stretches the grid out to perfectly fit the layer, but the horizontal and vertical spacing between lights will differ.
From Top Left spaces the grid from the top left corner of the layer.

Illumination has been carefully tested. However, should you come across any problems or unexpected behavior, please contact
support@aescripts.com
You can also find a video user guide for this script at http://vimeo.com/benrollason/illumination and http://aescripts.com/
illumination

License agreement:
Illumination is licensed to you (according to the terms of the licence you have purchased) by the author via aescripts.com. The
author retains title to the software and it remains the author’s intellectual property.
Illumination comes with no warranty and you use it at your own risk. The author assumes no responsibility for any adverse effects
on your computer. The 7 day trial version is offered for you to be able to test the software.
This software is provided “as is” and any express or implied warranties, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose are disclaimed. In no event shall the copyright owner or contributors be liable
for any direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages (including, but not limited to, procurement of
substitute goods or services; loss of use, data, or profits; or business interruption) however caused and on any theory of liability,
whether in contract, strict liability, or tort (including negligence or otherwise) arising in any way out of the use of this software,
even if advised of the possibility of such damage.
Any rights not expressly granted in this License are reserved.
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